
Hydrology - An Explanation of Whitewater

- Review the water cycle and understand why water is a precious resource

- Understand what a watershed is and how human activity affects water resources

- Learn how the New River Gorge was formed

- Learn the names of water features and how they are created

A journey through the New River Gorge is a journey through time that began over 300 million years ago. 
That’s when the youngest rocks of the gorge were formed and water and erosion began to carve this 
thousand-foot canyon. Considered one of the oldest rivers in the world, it makes an ideal “classroom” for 
exploring first-hand how the waters on our planet cycle through the environment and sustain life as we 
know it.    

As part of this full-day hydrology study, students will raft the New River Gorge, a section appropriate to 
their age range. In this floating classroom, students will learn about how water, the landscape and 
human activity are interconnected. They will explore why water is a precious resource and how they can 
become part of the solution to its preservation by participating in a stream survey. 

- Practice debating skills by discussing river damming from the perspective of different users
   and their needs
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Objectives/Understandings:

Essential Questions/Guiding Questions:

- How do humans affect water resources?

- How does water affect all other parts of an ecosystem?

- Why should we use water wisely?

- How can we tell if a water source is healthy?

Activity Descriptions

Drop in the Bucket – A Project Wet activity demonstrating that of all the water on the planet, only .01% of 
                                      it is potable (drinkable).

Water Cycle Dramatization – Students will review the water cycle by playing roles in a narrated drama.

River Anatomy – An active game where students learn the parts of the river including rapids, hydraulics, 
                               strainers and other river features.

White water Rafting – Students will raft the New River (section determined by age of participants) while 
                                         learning about how water helps form the landscape and watersheds.

Watersheds & the New River – As students descend through the New River Gorge, they will learn what 
                                                        makes a watershed and what part this river plays in its local drainage system.

- Explore prehistoric life by hunting for and observing fossils

To Dam or Not to Dam – A Project Wild Aquatic activity where students practice their debating skills using 
                                            the topic of dams and water use. 
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Activity Descriptions (continued)

A Time to Fish 

Spring and fall are the best times of the year to fish the New River. During these seasons, water tempera-
tures are in transition between cold winter temperatures and warm summer temperatures. Most fish spe-
cies are more active in cooler water and are more aggressively feeding during the spring and fall.

The best times of the day to fish are early morning and late evening. Most fish prey is much more active at 
these times; therefore, more fish are out feeding. Some species of fish feed at night, providing anglers an 
opportunity for night fishing.

 Source: West Virginia DNR

Background

Macro Mayhem – A high energy game where students become the macroinvertebrates they are studying
                                in order to grasp the concept of how living organisms can indicate the health of an 
                                ecosystem.

Water Quality Survey – Students will have the opportunity to positively affect water resources and practice
                                           using the scientific method water survey that will be submitted to the Department 
                                           of Environmental Protection (DEP).

What is Watershed?

A watershed is an area of land which drains (sheds) water into a stream or river. It is also known as a drain-
age basin. The system of streams that transports water, sediment and other materials from a watershed is 
called a drainage system. A watershed catches water that falls to the earth as precipitation; a drainage 
system channels the water and substances it carries to a common outlet.

The watershed is the drainage basin of a river; the area through which all waters flow from their highest 
source before draining naturally to the sea. In the broader ecological sense, the term watershed includes 
not only the land and water but the mountains and forest, floodplains and valleys, as well as the communi-
ties of plants, animals and people who live there.

A watershed is “that area of land . . . within which all living things are inextricably linked by their common 
water course and where, as humans settled, simple logic demanded that they become part of the commu-
nity," John Wesley Powell.

Watersheds come in all sizes and shapes depending the topography or lay of the land. Each stream or river 
comprises a watershed (drainage basin) and is separated from other drainage basins by divides. Divides are 
the highest topographical points surrounding a stream or river causing water to drain into one stream or 
another. In every watershed, small streams flow into larger streams, which flow into river, lakes, and bays. 
Smaller streams are tributaries of a larger mainstream river and each is a sub-watershed of a larger water-
shed. For example, Piney and Glade creeks and the Greenbrier and Bluestone rivers are tributaries of the 
New River. They are also sub-watersheds of the New River watershed.

Hydrologic Cycle

Water is always on the move through the environment. The hydrologic cycle (water cycle) trans-
ports water between earth's watersheds, atmosphere and oceans. Rain falls upon the land and 
either runs off or soaks into the earth. 
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Hydrologic Cycle (continued)

Some of the rainwater is used by plants and animals in their life processes, some is used by humans, and 
some seeps underground to be stored or to reappear at another place to feed streams and rivers. Much of it 
goes back into the atmosphere through evaporation and transpiration. Clouds form and, when conditions 
are ripe, the water is released to earth again in the form of rain or snow. 

The water cycle plays an important role in resupplying water to a watershed. It is the water cycle at work 
through evaporation, transpiration and precipitation that gives us the seemingly endless supply of water 
flowing within the New River and the New River watershed.

Background (continued)

People and Watersheds

Every person on Earth lives within a watershed. A watershed is our home; it is where we are born and 
raised, where we learn and grow, and where we work and play. Our watershed contains mountains and 
plateaus, valleys and gorges, forests and wildlife, as well as our yard or farm and our neighbor's woodlot.

Within our watershed we are connected to everything and everybody. It is the watershed, itself, that con-
nects us to one another. What we do and how we treat our watershed impacts the watershed and effect 
things downstream. Our daily activities can have a negative impact on the quality and quantity of water 
available to us and other living creatures for survival.

As water is shed off the land, the soil and plants collect large amounts of water. This process prevents 
flooding and makes more fresh water available by slowing its flow and allowing it to seep underground. 
When watershed lands are stripped of vegetation or replaced with concrete or houses, the watershed can 
no longer function to prevent floods and replenish the freshwater supply.

Water moving through the hydrologic cycle picks up pollutants left behind by our activities. In the atmo-
sphere pollutants from factory smokestacks, car exhaust and wood smoke are picked up as water vapor 
condenses and falls back to earth as acid rain. Rainwater runoff picks up surface pollutants from farms, 
streets and roadways, lawns and gardens, etc. Chemical spills, leaky landfills, and illegal dumps pollute 
water as it moves through the ground and re-surfaces in springs and streams.

Many watersheds have been altered as a result of human needs for water, food, recreation, transportation, 
manufactured goods, etc. These growing demands have led to unwise land uses within watersheds that 
have degraded water quality in our streams and rivers. Diking, damming and straightening of streams is 
done for flood control; streams are put into underground pipes to make more land available for homes, 
malls and roads; streams are polluted by dumping storm water runoff and factory and sewage treatment 
plant discharges.

Everyone living in a watershed relies on the natural resources of the watershed to exist. All life forms 
(plants, animals, and humans) depend on water within the watershed they live in for survival.

A healthy watershed is vital for a healthy environment and economy. People must take a
"watershed approach" to managing natural resources. This implies a way of looking at things as a whole, of 
seeing people and not just the trees but the forest, not just the river but all that creates and diminishes its 
flow. Therefore, maintaining the water quality of a watershed is essential to maintaining life on earth.
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New River Watershed

The New River watershed covers a portion of three states — North Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia. With 
it's headwaters beginning on the western slopes of the Blue Ridge Mountains in North Carolina, the New 
River flows approximately 320 miles to the north. Along the way, many creeks, streams, and smaller rivers 
empty into the New River. These tributaries and the New River make up the drainage basin of the New 
River watershed.

The watershed encompasses an area of 6,964.6 square miles or approximately 4,457,369.5 acres. This is an 
area five and a half times larger than the state of Rhode Island, 3.4 times larger than Delaware, and 1.4 times 
larger than the state of Connecticut. There is approximately 9,000 miles of streams and rivers in the New 
River watershed. A total of 114 ponds and lakes, covering approximately 11,3289 acres of land, are within the 
watershed.

There are more than 165 cities, towns, and communities within the watershed. Towns with a population of 
5,000-10,000 include Galax, Pulaski, and Wytheville, Virginia, and Oak Hill and Princeton, West Virginia. 
Boone, North Carolina, Radford and Christiansburg, Virginia, and Bluefield and Beckley, West Virginia, have 
populations of between 10,000-20,000. The city of Blacksburg, Virginia, has a population of over 30,000. 
There are two forks of the New River in North Carolina, the south fork bubbles from the ground near the 
community of Blowing Rock. The north fork of the New River begins along the North Carolina/Tennessee 
state line near Trade, Tennessee. Both the north and south forks meander through a rural mountain farm 
setting. At the North Carolina/Virginia border, the two forks join and continue a northeasterly flow across 
the valley of Virginia. North of Pulaski, Virginia, the river has cut several gaps through the ridge and valley 
province of the Appalachian Mountain region.

At the West Virginia/Virginia state line, the New River leaves the mountains behind and enters the Alleghe-
ny Plateau. Over time, the New River and its tributaries in West Virginia carved the landscape of the Allegh-
eny Plateau into the deep meandering gorges as we see today. The New River watershed is a sub-water-
shed to a much larger drainage system. At Gauley Bridge, West Virginia, the New River joins with the Gauley 
River to form the Kanawha River, which flows into the Ohio River. At this point, Pt. Pleasant, West Virginia, 
the New River watershed becomes part of the Ohio River watershed. Eventually the Ohio River empties into 
the Mississippi River and the New River watershed becomes a part of the Mississippi River watershed, 
which empties into the Gulf of Mexico.

Background (continued)
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The State of the Lower New Watershed

See the report below for information about the state of the Lower New River Watershed. (The Executive 
Summary on page 6 is a good place to start).

http://www.npca.org/assets/pdf/NewRiverState_ScreenView_Full.pdf

Stream Survey Information

All images in this section were pulled from “West Virginia Save Our Streams Program Level-One Standard 
Operating Procedures Manual” (see link below) unless otherwise cited.

http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/SOPs/LevelOneSOPs.pdf

Background (continued)

Pool: areas of slow flowing
deep water, often on the 
outside of bends

Riffle: fast, shallow flow over
boulders and cobbles which 
break the water’s surface

Run: smooth, unbroken flow
connecting riffle & pool areas

Direction of Flow
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Stream Survey Information (continued)
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Links:

National Park Service Watersheds Lesson Plan: 
Additional materials teachers may want to use in their classroom.
http://www.nps.gov/neri/forteachers/upload/Ribbon%20of%20Life.pdf

New River Watershed:
Follow The New River from its origin in the mountains of North Carolina to the Gulf of Mexico.
http://www1.hollins.edu/classes/hesit/Journey%20of%20New%20River.pdf

River Introduction Video: 
This video introduces the study of rivers.
http://youtu.be/jSL9nQb-ohM 

Water Survey: 
This is the water survey we will be using during the trip.
http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/Surveys/Level1.pdf 

Fishes of West Virginia Brochure:
http://www.wvdnr.gov/Wildlife/PDFFiles/fishbrochure.pdf

Department of Environmental Protection Educational Resources:
http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/Pages/default.aspx
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